The borders are open and so is Thunderbird Show Park’s 2022 season!

W

e're thrilled to welcome our internntional friends back to tbird this
year and Major League Show
Jumping to our international calen-

dar of events. In 2018, tbird hosted its first ever 5*
event — it was a dream 45 years in the making for
our family business. This year, we’re hosting back to
back five-star weeks with Major League kicking off
the international season in May followed
immediately by the FEI Longines Jumping Nations
Cup™ of Canada in June. Delighted doesn’t even
begin to cover it! (Spoiler: Next year, tbird celebrates
its 50th anniversary. Stay tuned for our biggest
celebration yet!)
As is tbird tradition, we’ve been busy getting ready
for your return. You’ll notice many improvements
around the Park — we’ve added a lighted crosswalk
from the trailer parking (with horse and human
height buttons!);
Go Green garbage cans for
separating glass, plastic, aluminum cans and trash

#recycle); Water Bottle Stations around the grounds
(#reuse); a New Kiss & Cry at the tbird ring (#rejoice);
and more!
For our equine exhibitors, we’ve built 60 new 12’ stalls
and are starting construction on an entirely new
building: the Show+ Wellness Centre, located at the
west end of the golf cart parking lot. Featuring a
horse spa, treadmill, farrier services and full-service
selection of wellness therapies, the Show+ Wellness
Centre will be a one-stop shop to pamper our four
legged competitors.
Of course, thanks for all of the above goes to our
amazing team at tbird, who stayed with us
throughout the pandemic, and to all of you, the
inspiration behind everything we do.
Welcome back, friends! And best of luck!

-Jane Tidball & Chris Pack
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UP YOUR STATS GAME
JUMPR App is paving the way to a data-driven future for horse sport
BY: CARLEY SPARKS

The formula for picking draft picks on a Fantasy
Sports Team is the same one Egyptian
Olympian Nayel Nassar uses to guide his show
jumping and business career.
And it’s no coincidence. Nassar is a show
jumper by trade — and a fantasy basketball
fanatic by leisure. When he isn’t in the saddle,
training his enviable string of horses or
competing in 5* events around the globe, you’ll
likely find him on his phone catching the latest
game, tracking player stats and obsessing over
data trends.
“I do pretty well,” he smiles, of his Fantasy
League team. “I take it very seriously. For the
amount of money I have invested in it, I
definitely invest more time in it than I should.”

Fantasy sports are wildly popular and, with the
growth of the internet, widely accessible.
Nassar picked up the hobby while studying at
Stanford University. At the time, it was meant
to be a bit of fun between friends for a
modest payout. It ended up, the spark for his
newest business venture.
In 2013, Nassar’s undergraduate career was
coming to a close just as his riding career
started taking off. A few months before
graduating, he won the HITS Million for the
first of what would be three times in his career
(to date). With show jumping looking like an
increasingly viable career option for the rising
star came questions about where he’d find the
horses upon which to build it. “As I was getting
closer and closer to the top level of the sport,

SKILL
+
OPPORTUNITY
=
SUCCESS.

find the horses upon which to build it. “As I was
getting closer and closer to the top level of the
sport, I started to get curious about other
horses jumping that level that maybe I hadn't
caught wind of because they weren't going to
big shows. And I simply had no way of going
about that search,” he explains.
Nassar asked his roommates, “computerscience guys,” what it would take to build a fully
filterable engine for show jumping performance
records. “They were shocked that something
like that didn't exist for our sport because of
the data driven trajectory other sports were
on,” he says.
“Show jumping is a sport that is deeply set in its
tradition. Even as the sport becomes
increasingly modern — with faster horses,
lighter materials and better broadcasting and
access — the technology used to look up and
follow international show jumping remains

seriously outdated. ”Fast forward seven years
and his idea remained just that — an idea —
then the pandemic hit. When the
international show jumping calendar was put
on pause in 2020, Nassar found his window
to pursue the analytics idea that’d been
floating around the back of his mind since
Uni. A mutual friend from Stanford connected
him with Minhee Lee, an app developer at
Amazon. Combining Lee’s coding acumen and
Nassar’s understanding of the sport, the pair
started working on a user-friendly app that
would compile and filter show jumping results
data.
“With basketball, it’s so seamless to be able to
figure out who the good players are that
really thrive in a certain category. You have all
these splits for player performance data,
depending on whether they're at home or on
the road, which teams they're playing against,
which position they're being guarded by. The-

re was just so much detailed information that
you can get on these players,” says Nassar.
“We wanted to create the same thing for
equestrian sport.”
Two years later their COVID baby, JUMPR App,
was born.
JUMPR pulls data from multiple sources and is

“I also look at the horse’s four faults or less
rate. I think it's a good metric for a horse's
consistency. If the horse doesn't jump clear
all the time or doesn't jump clear as much as
it should, but it almost never has more than
one fence down, that gives me an idea that
maybe the rider and horse aren't a great
match. Maybe the horse needs one little
tweak in its program and its clear round rate
might go up.”

Nassar focuses on three metrics when assessing a horse:
clear round rate, competitiveness (placement
percentages), and four faults or less rate.

updated daily to give a real-time snapshot of a
horse’s record. It’s designed primarily for riders,
trainers, and owners with horses competing at
FEI level as a tool to assess and track a horse’s
performance, in just a few clicks. Like the query
that inspired it, it’s meant to be a horse sales
tool as well, offering a layer of transparency in
the sales pipeline that has been lacking in horse
sport, says Nassar.
“With JUMPR, it's very easy to get a very clear
picture of where the horse performs well, what
height it's the most competitive and therefore
have a much stronger understanding of the
horse that they're either buying or selling,” says
the world No. 26. “And, it gives you a benchmark
to compare horses if you're between two
choices. That is pretty powerful.”
“I'm looking at consistency and high level
performance. So I'm looking at the height the
horse competes at and how often it jumps clear
at that height. And I'm also looking at how often
it's in the top 10 because that gives me an
indication of how competitive that horse is,”
says Nassar, noting that all those analytics can
be filtered on JUMPR.

The same data can even be used to help you
find your next horse. Simply customize your
search with the specific criteria you are
looking for in your next partner, says Nassar.
Beyond the niche industry applications,
JUMPR is laying the bricks for a more
enriched fan experience, much like its NBA
Fantasy League predecessor. Data and
statistics are a universal language that opens
equestrian sport to a wider fan base,
particularly among the younger generation.
You don’t have to know horses to understand
stats.
“We're also trying to cater to the casual show
jumping fan who is trying to keep track of the
seemingly endless show calendar and want to
know when their favorite riders and horses
are jumping and when they post new results,”
he says.
That data will be increasingly in demand with
the rise of fantasy sports in the equestrian
space. Two new fantasy jumping platforms
launched in 2022 — Prixview, created by
fellow Stanford alum and Olympian Lucy
Davis (USA), and JumpClear, an app Nassar is

also invested in. Both provide a direct, and until
now missing, link between fans and horse sport.
“[With Fantasy Leagues] you get fully invested in
the player's performance because you feel like
they're now playing for you. So, it's fun. It just
adds another layer of excitement, and I feel like
it keeps you plugged in to what you're watching
because you are invested yourself,” says Nassar.
The big question now — and bigger challenge
— is whether data will be adopted by the
notoriously
tradition-obsessed
equestrian
industry. Nassar says a data-driven approach
will never replace the innate instinct of a
horseman in the purchasing process or team
selection. And it’s not meant to. But it could
inform the process. It took a little while for

[professional sports] teams or for general
managers to look at performance through
the eyes of data. But there's no denying that
it's been hugely adopted,” he says. “Many
teams make a lot of their personnel
decisions based purely off of the statistics
and data now. So, I think it's a fine balance. I
definitely think the older generation would
take a little longer to adopt that sort of
methodology. But, you know, it's pretty clear
that all sports have really taken that
approach nowadays.
“It’s finding that balance between using your
eye and going with what's on paper and
what the numbers are telling you.”
Step one, of course, is downloading the app.
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AS FLOODWATERS RISE,
SO DO HOMETOWN HEROES
How two tbird sponsors stepped up to help Hope
BY: MARINA CALLAHAN

In November of 2021, southern British Columbia
was thrust into a state of emergency after a
historically unprecedented flooding crisis
devastated entire communities across the Lower
Mainland.

Hope], they were living in strangers'
basements and on their couches. The hotels
were full. It was just unheard of.” From that
devastation emerged a community of heroes
that included Thunderbird’s very own.

Attributed to an atmospheric river — a long,
narrow band of moisture in the sky that can
transport 15 times the volume of the Mississippi
River — the storm brought torrential downpours
and strong winds. In the space of 48 hours
nearly a month’s worth of rain fell in some
communities, swamping rivers and farmland and
triggering mudslides that blocked every major
highway into the Lower Mainland. Nearly 20,000
people were forced to abandon their homes. In
Hope alone, a municipality with a population of
just 6,000, an estimated 1,100 travelers were
stranded with no way to get home.

Lemke was among the helpers working
tirelessly to provide relief and evacuate flood
victims to safety. In the wee hours on the night
of the storm, he fielded phone calls from
farmers who dutifully remained on their farms
as long as possible, until the floodwaters
surged too high for them to evacuate with
even their largest tractors. The calls kept
coming in the days that followed.

It was one of the most severe natural disasters
ever to strike BC.
“It was the first time in history that rail service
was interrupted to the Port of Vancouver,” says
Trent Lemke, President of Ascent Helicopters, a
longtime Thunderbird sponsor. “The rail lines
were washed out, the highways were washed
out. Talking to people that were staying [in

“We were getting calls from people stranded in
Hope, and emergency services was having
huge difficulties trying to keep up with all that
was going on in the Lower Mainland there,” he
recalls.
Meanwhile at tbird, president Chris Pack was
on the phone with Mike Lantz, Vice President
of Paladin Risk Solutions, another tbird
sponsor. Lantz provided risk mitigation
services to his clients in the thick of the storm,
then turned his attention to the community at
large to aid in the relief efforts.

"It was very disjointed in the first few days. All
our clients were fine. We're trying to figure out
other ways we can help and nobody knew how,”
says Lantz.
Lemke was dealing with the opposite problem.
His team was being approached for help
delivering supplies but needed support to fulfill
the demand.
“A group of young guys from Turo Lyft reached
out. They had been taking donations and were
trying to figure out how to get it to Hope,” he
says. “They were totally overwhelmed with all of
the supplies that were coming in. I mean, people
were donating pallet loads of food and materials
and clothing, you name it.”
An introduction via Chris Pack opened up an
opportunity for Paladin Risk Solutions and
Ascent Helicopters to collaborate. The two

quickly organized their teams and resources.
Lantz sent his team to help load helicopters
with the critical supplies collected by Turbo
Lyft and pitched in for fuel, and Lemke’s team
made numerous flights to deliver them and
rescue those stranded in the most hazardous
zones.
“We all work together to get this materials up
there,” says Lemke.
Some relief came when the storm eventually
subsided, but it was only the beginning of the
road to repairing the affected communities.
“We were working for BC Hydro, restoring
power lines, and that was difficult because
even once they were able to restore power a
lot of people’s homes were kind of
condemned,” says Lemke. “Their breaker
panels and their heaters were just plugged full

on. That was just devastation on top of
devastation.”
Once the roads opened up, Lantz and Lemke
teamed up to assist police efforts.
“Because of the work that we do, we work quite
closely with Abbotsford Police,” explains Lantz. “I
received a phone call from my contact there.
Abbotsford Police was looking to get up in the
air to get an extent of the damage and an
update on how the how the efforts are going to
build things back up, like the dams and the
severely flooded areas.”
With the RCMP helicopter busy, Lemke and
Lantz partnered again to get the Abbotsford
Police in the air. Equestrians might know
corporate sponsors from a banner circling an
arena, or the name etched on a silver plate they

are handed in the winner’s circle, but they
are often far more than that, as Lemke can
attest:
“It was neat because obviously we’re all part
of the horse community. We’ve been a
supporter of Thunderbird, they’re such a
great facility, and a great family that runs it …
to see another corporate sponsor [reach
out like that] created two great service
connections,” says Lemke.
Bringing forward a heartwarming sense of
community was perhaps the greatest
comfort in the midst of disaster, and the
rescue efforts from Lantz and Lemke
evidence the bravery and fellowship of
Canadians when faced with adversity.

Kimberly Boyle

Partners in life and business Rebekah Crowley
and Rob Rindt run Roots and Wings Distillery on
farmland that Rindt's family has been working
for generations.
Photo credit: Courtesy of Roots and Wings Distillery

MONDAY FUNDAY
Local attractions for your day off at tbird
BY DANA GEE

It's Monday, which means it's time for a
breather before the horse show speeds back
up. A great way to recharge is to take part in a
non-horsey activity in the unshod world.

say, 'I can't believe I haven't been here before,’"
says Crowley about the rustic yet hands-on
spot. "It's a very chill place to come by, have a
drink, and relax."

Located on the boundary between Metro
Vancouver and the Fraser Valley, Thunderbird
Show Park is a perfect take-off point for many
nearby activities that are sure to make for a fun
Monday. Here are just a few you may want to
try.

The on-site shop has everything you need,
including recipe cards, to up your cocktail game
back at your trailer, hotel or Airbnb.

FRESH DRINKS AND FRESH FRUIT

You may have seen their pop-up cocktail bar on
the tbird grounds and enjoyed their product
already, but a full Roots and Wings Distillery
experience is just a couple of minutes east from
the show grounds.
Open since 2017, the family run distillery sits on
land co-owner Rob Rindt's family has been
working for three generations.
Rindt and his partner Rebekah Crowley have
built a business turning potatoes and corn into
vodka, gin, whiskey and absinthe products.
"When people come here we always hear them

"If they ask nicely, we can even give them ice,"
says Crowley with a laugh. Now that's something
to cheers to.
The distillery is open Mondays from noon to 6
p.m. or later, depending on the time of year,
and offers a liquor tasting menu and a cocktail
flight. Food onsite includes a full snacks menu
with hot items. Use the discount code 'TBird22'
to get 15% off orders.
If you want another farm experience that will
leave you loaded down with all the fresh
blueberries you need to make those energyboosting, antioxidant-packed show smoothies
— or an artisanal cocktail — head over to
Weller's U-Pick Blueberry Farm on 84th Ave.
Open from the end of June to the beginning of
July, the farm offers big, beautiful bushes that
are easy to pick and not sprayed with chemicals.
The 'TBird22' discount code applies at Weller's
too.

Check
out
Roots
and
Wings
rootsandwingsdistillery.ca and Weller's
facebook.com/wellersblueberryfarm.

at
at

YOU CAN'T RIDE 'EM BUT YOU ENJOY THEM

Do you know the difference between llamas
and alpacas? The answer will come easily after
wrapping up a private tour of nearby
Kensington Prairie Farm.
Home to fields full of alpacas and the occasional
llama, the farm was founded by fibre and textile
lover Catherine Simpson and has now entered
its 25th year. Simpson’s passions are evident in
the farm store that is stock full of unique
alpaca-centric products and great gift ideas.
Catherine's granddaughter Dee Milton, who
runs the farm, explains that tours are perfect
for larger groups (up to 15 people), costing
$175 for the entirety. Private alpaca walks (max.
2:1 person to alpaca ratio at $135 per alpaca)
can also be booked.

If you are thinking you may want to escape to
the country and get a few alpacas of your own
this is a great place to take a test drive.

A day at Kensington Prairie Farm isn't
just educational but it's a lot of fun,
especially if you get your own alpaca
to walk and hug.
Photo credit: Capri Kimberly Photography

On tours, you are guided around the farm to meet
alpacas and llamas, along with a wide variety of
rescue animals. Everything from ducks to donkeys
call this lovely corner of the world home.
More info and bookings can be done through our
website and/or by emailing info@kpfarm.com.

FROM ONE SADDLE TO ANOTHER

Swap your horse for a bike for a Monday
Funday adventure to the beautiful Pitt Meadows
area and a cycling tour with Into the Wild Cycling
Tours.
For a couple of hours you can clear your mind
with a leisurely guided 18–20 kilometre cycle
along the countryside. The trails are also safe
for children as they’re free from vehicle traffic.
The cycling tour follows the professionally
maintained cycling and walking trails around Pitt
Meadows and Pitt Lake. There are a number of
loops to choose from, depending on how far
you would like to bike. The trails are 100% flat
with panoramic views of the Alouette River and
colourful
farmland. "It is a perfect outing for the entire
family because the tour can be enjoyed by all
levels of bikers. Parents an pedal along the trails
worry-free

as their little ones will be safe from any passing
vehicle traffic. The majority of the trails follow
the dykes and are raised above the road and
separate from any passing danger," says Paul
Taplin, the owner and lead guide at Into The
Wild. "One can appreciate the colourful
surrounding farmland, fauna and blooming
meadows as we pedal along the majestic trails."
The tour stops for lunch at Hopcott Farms, a
local farm-to-table establishment that has
choices for all dietary considerations.
The cost including lunch is $85, or bring your
own bike and pay $70. The tour can transport
up to 35 people to the trails — heck, you could
get a whole adult amateur division together for
a fun outing. Or, if a smaller crew is more your
style, Into the Wild will do private excursions
with a six-person minimum.
Book sooner rather than later to ensure
availability. You can also join one of the full-day
public tours that includes a hike at Lynn Canyon
Suspension Bridge & Park in North Vancouver.

Check out all the choices at intothewild.ca

A CANOE WITH A VIEW AND LUNCH

Round up some barn mates and book one of
Chew on This Tasty Tours Paddle & Picnic on
the River tours.
The Langley-based food tours outfit has thought
of everything for this four hour excursion.
Head to historic Fort Langley and begin your
adventure at 9:30 a.m. with a custom smoothie
from a local shop followed by a snapshot of
history thanks to an interpreter from the Fort
Langley National Historic Site. Here you learn
the story — it's a good one — of the Voyageur
canoe and its place in local Fort Langley and
Canadian history.
Next up, is a short walk to the dock where your
Fraser River guide will get you into an actual
Voyageur canoe, and take you on a one-hour
tour of a pristine part of B.C.'s longest river.
Once the river ride is done, a decadent picnic
basket full of sips and bites catered by Little
White House & Co. will be waiting for you when
you come ashore. "This experience offers
something of interest to the whole family," says
Lise, the owner and culinary experience curator
of Chew on This

Get a group or take your family for a fun cycling
tour over professionally maintained cycling and
walking trails around Pitt Meadows and Pitt Lake.
The trails are 100% flat with panoramic views over
the Alouette River and colourful farmland.
Photo credit: Courtesy of Paul Taplin Into the Wild Cycling tours

For a mini-break book a spectacular look at this part
of beautiful BC with Sky Helicopters. The local
company has put together two great high flying
tours for tbird types who want to rise above it all.
Photo credit: Courtesy of Sky Helicopters/Dylaina Gollub

Easy Tours. "With the quick changes in scenery,
kids won't have a chance to be bored. There's
interactive history, physical activity, sightseeing,
and food!"
And really, who doesn't love food?
The cost is $134 per person for a group of six to
eight people. If there are only four or five of you,
there will be $110 booking surcharge.
This adventure requires a lot of lead time so call
a couple of weeks in advance. Check out
chewonthistastytours.com

Tour 2: Mountains and the Inn
Up to five guests can enjoy a two-hour scenic
flight over Vancouver, the North Shore, and the
Coast Mountains before continuing east to the
Harrison Valley to land at Rowena’s Inn on the
River. From there, guests will be picked up by
golf cart and taken to the clubhouse for lunch.
After lunch, guests will head back to the
helicopter and resume their flight back to Pitt
Meadows via Thunderbird Show Park.
For this approximately four hour experience,
cost is $7,550 + GST.
Contact Sky Helicopters at skyhelicopters.ca

UP UP IN THE AIR

"Almost anything is possible, which is the great
thing about helicopters," says Lisa Rempel,
reservations agent and team lead at Sky
Helicopters.
So think big and come up with your own private
helicopter tour, or take the lead from Rempel
and book one of these tours designed
especially for the tbird crowd with a Monday off.
Tours depart from Sky Helicopter's home base
in nearby Pitt Meadows.
Tour 1: Mountains and Winery
Sky Helicopters will fly up to five guests on a
two-hour scenic flight over Vancouver, the
North Shore, and the Coast Mountains and
then continue southwest over Thunderbird
Show Park before heading south to South
Langley and Glass House Estate Winery. Once
on the ground at the winery, guests will be
greeted and walked through the vineyards
before enjoying a luxury winery experience that
includes lunch, wine pairings, and VIP treatment
from one of the winery's sommeliers.
The whole shebang takes about 4.5 hours and
costs $9,550 + GST.

At Kensington Prairie Farm you can feed the
alpacas by hand or take a more cautious and
less messy route and offer up a bucket of treats.
Photo credit: Capri Kimberly Photography

Hunter/Jumper
Training/Lessons
Boarding
Competiton Circuits

Head Trainer: Gary Brewster
13671 No 3 Road, Richmond, BC

twinoaks.ca

twinoaksfarmbc

HAMMERSMITH
Jr/Am USHJA National Hunter Derby

Wishing all competitors a successful
2022 show season!

3951 33a Ave, Delta, BC

countrylanefarms.ca

UP & COMING EQUESTRIANS
Check out the 2022 recipients of the
George & Dianne Legacy Scholarship
GEORGIA FYRE
The 2022 show season is full of opportunities
for Georgia as she plans to take on the
prestigious CET medals and move up to the
1.20m jumper division on her horse Niko. In
addition to this, Georgia also plans to dabble in
some hunter derbies with her young horse
named Pablo.
Horse shows are a particularly exciting for
Georgia as she is able to pursue her passion of
helping others. This is especially helpful for
Georgia’s mom, Gina Kararrigas who owns and
operates Flying Changes Riding School on
Vancouver Island, B.C. Georgia prides herself on
helping the riding school students by setting
jumps as the horses warming up and teaching
students their courses for the competition ring.
On top of her work directly with her mom,

Georgia also enjoys assisting in horse show
management. She has extended her
knowledge of the equestrian sport to help
operate horse shows on the island. One of
Georgia’s favourite parts of this is working with
Joy O’Connell in the show office.
Competiton Highlights:
1st place in the LEGIS medal at
Desert International Horse Park - 2022
1st place in the Lochside Lane Double
Diamond - 2021
Champion in the pony and Jr/am 3ft
jumper divisions at
Thunderbird Show Park - 2020

AREN OZKER
Even though Aren Ozker is only 23 years old, his
love of horses has spanned for nearly two
decades. Aren started riding at just 4 years old.
As his passion grew, he was gifted his first horse
for his 10th birthday. When he was 13, Aren
piloted his first course at Thunderbird Show
Park.
After graduating from high school, Aren spent
the summer as a working student in California
with Robert and Tammy Blanchette. Later, upon
returning from California, Aren started training
with Kyle and Emily King. With their help, Aren
has successfully competed in the 1.25m to
1.30m divisions aboard Dutch Boy.
The George & Dianne Tidball Legacy
Scholarship is expected to greatly impact Aren’s
show season because it allows him to attend a
greater number of shows and gain more
mileage in the show ring.
Aren recently completed an undergraduate
degree in Kinesiology from the University of

Victoria, and now has the summer to fully
focus on his horses and riding. His goal for
this show season is to compete in the U25
division with his new horse Dustin 254.

Competiton Highlights:

1st place- $500 Jr/Am/AO Jumper 1.30M
at Thunderbird Show Park's West Coast
Classic- 2021

3rd place- $500 1.30m at Thunderbird
Show Park's FEI 2* Harvest Welcome2020

1st place- $2,500 Sandhack Realty Open
1.20m Mini Prix at Thunderbird Show
Park's Summer Fort Festival- 2020

EMMA SMITH
During the winter circuit at Desert International
Horse Park, Emma, along with her fellow team
members, rode their way to a podium finish,
taking home 2nd place in the USHJA team
championship.

her horse Diamantina VH Scheefkasteel Z. This
season, her goal is to compete in a Mini Prix
and enjoy her last year and a junior.

Her success in the irons isn’t the only thing
Emma has going for her, she was also a proud
junior representative on the WSHJA board for
the 2021-2022 show season.

2nd place finish in the USHJA Team
Championship at
Desert International Horse Park - 2022

Her accomplishments aren’t surprising given
Emma has been riding since the young age of 5
and even started competing at age 6. Currently,
Emma is competing in the 1.25m jumper
division but looks forward to moving up with

Competiton Highlights:

Reserve Champion in the Junior 1.20m
for year end awards - 2021
1st in Open Jumper 1.25 Championship
at Summer Fort Festival in -2021

TBIRD MOMENTS
Enjoy some special moments from the 2021 show
season at Thunderbird Show Park

SEVEN UP STABLES

We are looking forward to the future of the USHJA
International Hunter Derby at Thunderbird Show Park

At Scope Equestrian Lifestyle, we believe that the equestrian world is
about more than training and competing. It is about the moments in
between. At Scope, apparel is a means to connect everyone in the horse
community together. Riders, coaches, family and friends - it doesn't
matter who you are, there's always a place for you in Scope Equestrian.
Visit us at scopey.ca for online ordering, or see us in person at
our cabin at Thunderbird Show Park in Langley, BC.

Scope Equestrian now offers customized branding of your barn,
team or business logo onto our beautiful high-quality lifestyle
clothing. Simply choose your garment style and colour, and we will
help you design beautiful embroidered or screen printed Team
Wear, inspiring your team to "Go Higher".
For a free estimate or further details contact jo@scopey.ca.

Georgia Hunt - EC Competition Coach Specialist
250.732.5846 - Duncan BC
www.FoxstoneStable.com

LIFE AFTER THE SHOW RING
Finding the ideal retirement home for your four legged partner.
BY DANA GEE

F

or over a decade, Laura Balisky and her

Belgian warmblood gelding Quartz enjoyed a
successful competitive partnership. The feisty
chestnut, who Balisky rode to an 11th-place
finish in the 1988 World Cup Finals in Sweden,
was the number-two mount to her Olympic
horse Lavendel 48 (Levi).
The duo of well-decorated geldings travelled
together far and wide, so it seemed only right

that the pair also journeyed into retirement
together.
Sadly, they only had a handful of years together
before Levi passed away at age 23. Once
Quartz got over the loss of Levi — with the help
of a friendly miniature donkey named Timex —
he went on to live a happy, and sometimes
naughty, 32 years of age. “He was an escape
artist,” recalls Balisky. Quartz is one of the 20 or
so top-tier show horses Balisky and her
husband Brent have retired in Langley on the
Livingstone Park grounds, home to their
business Thunderbird Show Stables.

"We retire a lot of show horses. We do it a
certain way," says Balisky, who explains that
Quartz was kept shod in front and regularly
rubbed on in retirement. "A lot of people want
them out in fields full-time, but our climate
doesn't lend to that. You have to send them
away or treat them like show horses."
For people in the rainy Lower Mainland, the
option for sending retired horses away typically
sees them directed to drier climates such as the
Okanagan or even Alberta.
Former show horses that exit the ring and then
immediately enter a field “deteriorate very
quickly," says Balisky. In her experience, a very
small number of former show horses adapt well
to living outside all the time. "Ninety percent of
them want to get turned out for a couple of
hours then come back in. And they certainly
don't want to get left out overnight. And they

certainly don't want to get any bug bites," says
Balisky. There are perks to seeing the 'old guys'
out in the field for her as well. "I love gazing
over at them. It always makes for a good
memory and the opportunity for storytelling,"
she adds. "I also like the fact that we end up in
control of their destiny. We make it safe for
them, keep them away from abuse or any harm
coming to them."
Balisky isn’t alone in that mentality. Peruse the
Instagram of two-time Olympic gold medalist
Beezie Madden (USA) and you’ll see “Madden
Mountain,” the home she provides for her
retired mounts. It's five-star accommodation for
her former four-legged partners. But not every
horse owner has access to their own properties
with ample space and staff to handle a retired
show horse.
Finding a retirement home for your favourite

derby horse or the pony that carried all three of
your kids safely around show rings can be
daunting and time consuming.
To begin, experts say you need to visit the
farms under consideration as final stops for
your former show horse. How do the horses
that are living there look? Do they seem happy,
well cared for? Are the people that oversee the
property and handle the retirees truly
committed to the horses?
"If you are going to take care of them in their
older years you have to be emotionally invested
in them. You have to want to do this for them,"
says Wynn Bunbury, who runs the 40-acre
Allbury Farms in the Mt. Lehman Uplands area
of Abbotsford, BC.
Bunbury has been welcoming horses in all
stages of retirement to her pastoral property
for 20 years.
Every type of horse has called Allbury Farm
home; from Thoroughbreds and Standardbreds
retiring from racing careers, to competitive
show jumpers and dressage horses, to reining
horses and pleasure horses who spent years
taking their owners on many happy trail rides.
"I would be asking what the daily routine is,"
says Bunbury, when asked for tips on
researching a retirement facility for your horse.
"I think you ask the same things you would ask if
you were moving to a new stable. What's the
daily routine? What do you expect of my horse?
What are you going to feed my horse? What if
there is an injury? Will you help me with the vet
and the care?"
Allbury Farm is a facility where horses get
turned out in the daytime in big paddocks of
rolling green pastures and brought in at night
into spacious stalls.
"If they can be sound enough to be turned out,
which of course is our mission here, they will
establish a level of comfort that they can funct-

ion in the field happily during the day," says
Bunbury.
As soon as you drive down the long driveway at
Allbury Farm you notice the big fields with small
herds of horses happily munching grass and —
in the ultimate sign of contentment — a handful
of them lying flat out on the ground enjoying a
stress-free snooze in the fresh air.
"They won't be sleeping on a pouring rain day or
a cold day, but when it's a nice day they will lie
down and sleep," notes Bunbury. "They've got
good food; they have eaten enough. They will go
to a quiet corner and fall asleep."
The attitude of the horse is also an indicator of
how they are enjoying their life. Horses that
don't fight with the others, don't run the fences,
and who move in and out of the field in a calm
fashion are happy.
"They treat us better too," says Bunbury, who
generally has 30-plus horses on the farm at any
given time.

Bunbury begins that process by pairing up
horses whose temperament she thinks will gel.
Once they are buddied up — she says it usually
takes only a few days — the pair is then
introduced to a more spacious field with a
larger number of horses.
"They might not stay buddies. They may choose
another buddy later on, but at the beginning
they have someone to go to," says Bunbury.
"The whole pecking order of sorting out the
personalities is what goes on in those first few
days in the field."
At first, they tend to find their own spots to
hang out and survey the new scene. Bunbury
says it doesn't take long for the groups to
mingle and even change members before
ultimately combining into one herd.
It is also important that the introduction of new
faces into the field is done during "quiet, safe
times."

"We want to pick the time where they have the
best chance for success," explains Bunbury.
No matter the tender care and time put into the
transition, not every horse will want to be a herd
animal, nor are all physically able to be a herd
animal. That, Bunbury says, is quickly sorted.
The physical aspect is something that is key
when stepping a horse down from a life in a
show barn.
Langley-based equine veterinarian Dr. David
Paton says one of the first steps in securing a
successful retirement situation is honestly
assessing your horse's health and the needs
that come with that.
"Are there any underlying issues? For example,
let's say he has chronic arthritis. It looks like he's
going to a place you think looks really good, but
all day long he is actually going to stand around

down because the paddock surface where they
are being kept in is really rough," says Dr. Paton.
"For the arthritic horse, they are sore getting
down and sore getting up. There are old horse
problems you have to think about.”
One of the primary issues that must also be
addressed when dealing with elderly horses is
general quality of life.
"So, there you are retiring them and thinking
you're being really nice to your horse — but
sometimes you're not," he continues. "I've said
this to more than a few people: you're taking
the responsibility to make sure that horse never
suffers. That is something people don't think
about."

in a box stall or a small paddock and never get
to move out and about.
Arthritis, like in people, you need to keep
moving," says Dr. Paton. "My point is sometimes
what may look like a good home isn't necessarily
in the horse's best welfare depending on the
underlying issue.
"Also, where the horse goes, are the people
there going to be able to look after any
underlying medical problem?"
Dr. Paton says the need for a keen eye on the
elderly horse is important, as horses don't do a
very good job of telling us that they are
chronically sore.
"They might be fat. They're eating and drinking
but we can start to run into problems. For
example, we see horses get into what's called
sleep deprivation because they don't want to lay

Dr. Paton explained that the underlying
problem, like that arthritic hock or that stifle
that years ago had surgery and still gives them
problems, isn’t going to get better as they age.
So now there is a new part to the retirement
story. "Who is going to be responsible for
deciding the end is neigh? That now is the right
time?" says Dr. Paton in discussing the end of
life.
That question circles back to finding the right
place. A place where the people genuinely care
about the horses they've been charged to look
after.
"I see it so often, the individual who has one
horse who has put a life's work into it, and
energy, not to mention funding, it's devastating
for them to lose this animal and it's just heart
wrenching. So, we help them through it as best
we can with good advice from their vet, good
care here and the decision made at the right
time," says Bunbury. "It's one of life's
processes."
Balisky, like Dr. Paton and Bunbury, was clear
when it came to her end-of-life philosophy.
"Love them and do what’s best for them, and
put them down when it’s time," she said. "They
shouldn’t suffer."

Wild at heart
@bbeqco
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Wishing all competitors a
successful 2022 show season!
from Trademark Stables & Friends
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TAYLOR WINTHER BLAIR GETS BY WITH
A LITTLE HELP FROM HER FRIENDS
Meet your 2021 CET Medal National Champion
BY: CATIE STASZAK

In the fall of 2021, Taylor Winther Blair captured
the CET Medal National Championship in
Calgary, AB, adding her name to an illustrious
list of equitation title winners. But her path to
victory was took an unusual turn, starting with a
leg up from Thunderbird Show Park (tbird) and
ending up on one leg in Langley, BC.
Winther Blair, 19, qualified for the National
Championship at the CET Regional Finals held
at tbird during the BCHJA Fall Finale in October.
It was the young rider’s third attempt at
qualification — and she did it two weeks
removed from a broken foot.
“I said to my doctor, ‘I have the CET Regional
Finals in two weeks, and I have worked basically
my entire life for this,” Winther Blair shares.

“It doesn’t really matter whether they told me I
could ride or not. I was going to ride.”
Winther Blair trains out of her mother Sorine
Winther’s Ridge Country Farm in Prince George,
BC, and at shows, she receives additional
instruction from Dayton Gorsline and Lisa
Carlsen. tbird is her primary show venue; her
family makes the 12-hour drive to Langley on a
near-regular basis, and now Winther Blair
travels in for weekends of showing from her
collegiate base at the University of Northern
BC, where she is studying biology with an eye
toward veterinary school.
“tbird is the main place we show — actually one
of the only places we show,” Winther Blair says.

Success has been made possible due to
Winther Blair’s determination — and a little
extra assistance. In 2019, she was a recipient of
the George & Diane Tidball Legacy Scholarship,
which is awarded annually to a junior rider who
exemplifies hard work, dedication to the sport,
good sportsmanship, and leadership. The
scholarship covers the cost of stabling, entry
and nomination fees, and exhibitor and
paramedic fees, among other benefits, which
allowed Winther Blair to have a larger show
calendar than she would have in a normal year.
The experience proved to pay dividends for her
riding.
“That definitely made a huge difference in being
able to do a lot of classes and bring my horse to
a lot of shows,” she says.

able to do a lot of classes and bring my horse to
a lot of shows,” she says.
“The support is so much more than financial,
too. Jane Tidball always comes to chat with me,
she knows what my goals are, not just in riding
but also in school. She makes a personal
connection with all the riders — it is such a
unique quality of tbird. For a young rider that
support is huge.”

In 2019, Winther Blair also received an
Equestrian Canada Jumping Youth Bursary of
$3,000, and while the CET Finals did not take
place that year due to the ongoing global
pandemic, Winther Blair made getting to the
Finals her priority in 2021.

“The support is so much more than financial,
too. Jane Tidball always comes to chat with me,
she knows what my goals are, not just in riding.

Despite things not going entirely to plan, she
remained steadfast in achieving that goal.

“That definitely made a huge difference in being

Trouble struck when Winther Blair was prepari-

-ng her equitation horse Macey, who was
building back up following an injury, for
Regionals. The mare took a misstep, stopping
mid-jump and getting tangled in the rails. She
fell on her side — and on her rider’s foot, which
remained in its stirrup.
Winther Blair was relieved that her mare was
unharmed as she righted herself, but she
herself was less fortunate. X-rays confirmed
that she had broken the fifth metatarsal bone
in her foot.
While she was instructed to not bear weight on
the leg for four weeks, doctors did not
completely shut down her intentions to
compete at tbird.
After spending two weeks working to reduce
the swelling in her foot, Winther Blair returned
to the saddle the day before Regionals. Her
sister Colby walked the courses for her while
she remained on crutches, and she numbed
her foot with ice so that she could maintain her
leg position without experiencing distracting
pain.
It worked. She finished third aboard a catch
ride, Pat Beattie’s chestnut gelding, Crack.
“It was the first time I'd ever qualified,” Winther
Blair shares. “I was fifth in 2019, which was
heartbreaking. COVID happened in 2020. This
was my next shot at it.”
Just as remarkable as what she did was what
she didn’t do — additional damage to her foot.
Winther Blair got permission from doctors to
continue forward to Nationals, held at the Royal
West in Calgary in November. Once again riding
Crack, she topped the gymnastics phase of the
competition before continuing her strong form
through a jumping round and final work-off,
which consisted of a jump-off round.
“I really, really wasn't expecting to win at all,

especially considering I never went to the [Royal
Winter Fair, where Nationals were held
previously] or anything like this,” she says. “This
was my first Finals.”
She won the Finals not only for herself, but also
for British Columbia. More than 1,000
kilometres away, Thunderbird was cheering her
on.
“Just having the support of Thunderbird was
huge,” Winther Blair says. “That scholarship
definitely helped to make this a reality, for sure.”

Clothing Co.

Vendor Row: Cabin #15
Tuesday - Sunday 9:30am - 4:30pm
Shop online 24hrs at tbird.ca
tbirdclothingco
deborah@tbird.ca

A GUIDE TO THUNDERBIRD SHOW PARK

Directions from Highway 1
Thunderbird Show Park is located at the corner of 72nd Avenue and 248th Street at 24550 72nd Ave,
Langley, BC. For more detailed directions on visiting the park, please visit tbird.ca or give us a call in
the office at
604-888-4585.

East
From the East, take 232nd Street Exit (Exit 66), proceed straight ahead through the traffic circle to
72nd Avenue.

West

From the West, take 232nd Street Exit (Exit 66) North, after passing over the freeway, turn right at
72nd Avenue.

Endorsed by Veterinarians
and Equestrians Worldwide

All Natural Animal Skin Care
with Dead Sea Minerals

All Natural Repelit
Fly, Flea & Tick
Repellent Spray

604 218 0757
Topical Cream & Spray

info@vetgold.ca

EquiMud Dead Sea Mud

vetgold.ca

Sensitive or Irritated Skin Shampoo

Cabin #3 on
Vendor Row

PowerRed Red Algae Moisture Retaining Shampoo
Repelit Fly, Flea & Tick Repellent Shampoo & Spray

VetGold will Exceed your Expectations

Tested by LGC Labs, NewMarket UK to be FEI, HRA & BHA Certified

Made In Israel

SHOP NOW

Meadow Lane Equine Clinic is proud to serve Thunderbird Show Park for all your horse show needs. We
offer a variety of performance optimizing therapies including Class 4 regenerative laser therapy,
acupuncture, and equine chiropractic. We also offer a complete range of services including but not
limited to shockwave, injectable regenerative therapies like Pro-Stride & PRP, digital x-ray, digital
ultrasound, pre-purchase exams, and routine & advanced specialty reproductive procedures.

604.575.0263

meadowlaneequineclinic@gmail.com

CUSTOM BARNS AND ARENAS
FULL ESTATE DESIGN

Working Across North America
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